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7 of 7 review helpful The photography in this book is amazing and enhanced by the amount of information on the By 
Pat Marshall The photography in this book is amazing and enhanced by the amount of information on the natural 
environment This book is written in a way that is easy to understand with techniques anyone can try A must have if 
you re interested in macro photography or any kind of nature photography 4 of 4 Macrophotography allows for the 
capture of small photographic subjects in life size or larger magnification allowing viewers to experience the world 
around them in a way that is simple not possible with the naked eye With a magnified view we can see the distinctive 
make up of an insect animal or flower its texture details and subject features that we might otherwise be completely 
unaware of In this unique book Dennis Quin turns his macro lenses upon About the Author Dennis Quinn is a 
Connecticut native growing up just outside the city limits of New Haven His interest in the natural world stem back to 
his early childhood days where he spent much of his time observing wildlife in the field He e 
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